
  Like all members of the fanatic Purifiers, Janis 
embraces the mysticism that guides the Spirit Cats, but 
she takes it to a level far beyond most of her fellow 
Clansmen. She claims that during her Trial of Position, 
which gained her entry into the Purifiers, she had a 
vision of the glory she would reap for herself and her 
Clan; she has dedicated herself to becoming the ultimate 
warrior ever since. Her scalp is permanently shorn of 
hair, and every inch of her body is covered with glyphs 
and symbols that tell a story only she under-

stands.
  She is a superb pilot and leader, and she is 
arrogant enough to question the leadership of Galaxy 
Commander Kev Rosse. Though he defeated her in a Trial 
of Grievance over one of his decisions, she is convinced 
that her vision for the Spirit Cats is the true path and 
that Kev Rosse must go. We can exploit her ambition and 
single-mindedness should the need arise.

Commentary:
  Janis Nova Cat is rightly proud of her 
Arbalest, “Sanctum.” A brand-new design to the Nova Cats 
within the Draconis Combine, none is available to the 
Spirit Cats in the Republic. In 3129, however, she won the 
right to travel to the Nova Cat capital of Irece in House 
Kurita, one of only a handful of Spirit Cats to do so 
in the past several decades, and there consulted with 
the Nova Cat Oathmaster. Upon seeing the first Arbalest 
walk off the assembly line, she immediately declared a 
Trial of Possession for it and claimed it as her spoils 
of victory.
  Janis has already made good use of the machine. Though
slow for a light ’Mech, it has a long range and significant 
firepower for such a light design. In late 3131, against an 
unknown enemy fielding several BattleMechs, the Arbalest’s 
combination of range and firepower kept the enemy at bay 
until reinforcements could arrive.

MECH: ARBALEST

Serial Number: NC471-21X
Mass: 25 tons
Chassis: Star League NCX
Power Plant: Vlar 125
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Irece Standard

Armament:
2 Mk.46 Type II LRM-10 Launcher
2 Series 2a Mk. 5 Extended
  Range Medium Lasers

FACTION: Spirit Cats
REGIMENT: Purifiers
MECH: Arbalest

DOB: 09/12/3113
HAIR: None
EYES: Blue
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